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Abstract
We address the classical knapsack problem and a variant in which an upper bound is imposed on the number of items that can be selected. We show
that appropriate combinations of rounding techniques yield novel and more
powerful ways of rounding. Moreover, we present a linear-storage Polynomial
Time Approximation Scheme (PTAS) and a Fully Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme (FPTAS) that compute an approximate solution, of any fixed
accuracy, in linear time. These linear complexity bounds give a substantial
improvement of the best previously known polynomial bounds [2].
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Introduction

In the classical Knapsack Problem (KP) we have a set N := {1, . . . , n} of items and
a knapsack of limited capacity. To each item we associate a positive profit pj and a
positive weight wj . The problem calls for selecting the set of items with maximum
overall profit among those whose total weight does not exceed the knapsack capacity
c > 0. KP has the following Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation:
X

maximize

pj xj

(1)

wj xj ≤ c

(2)

j∈N

X

subject to

j∈N

xj ∈ {0, 1},

j ∈ N,

(3)

where each binary variable xj , j ∈ N , is equal to 1 if and only if item j is selected.
In general, we cannot take all items because the total weight of the chosen items
cannot exceed the knapsack capacity c. In the sequel, without loss of generality, we
P
assume that j∈N wj > c and wj ≤ c for every j ∈ N .
The k-item Knapsack Problem (kKP), is a KP in which an upper bound of k is
imposed on the number of items that can be selected in a solution. The problem
can be formulated as (1)-(3) with the additional constraint
X

xj ≤ k,

(4)

j∈N

with 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
KP has widely been studied in the literature, see the book of Martello and Toth
[7] for a comprehensive illustration of the problem. kKP is the subproblem to be
solved when instances of the Cutting Stock Problem with cardinality constraints are
tackled by column generation techniques. kKP also appears in processor scheduling
problems on computers with k processors and shared memory. Furthermore, kKP
could replace KP in the separation of cover inequalities, as outlined in [2].
Throughout this paper, let OP T denote the optimal solution value of the given
P
P
instance, w(F ) = j∈F wj and p(F ) = j∈F pj , where F ⊆ N . An algorithm A
with solution value z A is called a (1 − ε)-approximation algorithm, ε ∈ (0, 1), if
z A ≥ (1 − ε)OP T holds for all problem instances. We will also call (1 − ε) the
approximation ratio of algorithm A.
Known Results. It is well known that KP is NP-hard but pseudopolynomially
solvable through dynamic programming, and the same properties hold for kKP [2].
Basically, the developed approximation approaches for KP and kKP can be divided
into three groups:
1. Approximation algorithms. For KP the classical 21 -approximation algorithm [6]
needs only O(n) running time. An approximation ratio of 12 can be obtained
also for kKP by rounding the solution of the linear programming relaxation
2

of the problem [2]; this algorithm can be implemented to run in linear time
when the LP relaxation of kKP is solved by using the method by Megiddo and
Tamir [9].
2. Polynomial time approximation schemes (PTAS) reach any given approximation ratio and have a running time polynomial in the length of the encoded
input. The best schemes currently known requiring linear space are given
in Caprara et al. [2]: they yield an approximation ratio of (1 − ε) within
O(nd1/εe−2 + n log n) and O(nd1/εe−1 ) running time, for KP and kKP respectively.
3. Fully polynomial time approximation schemes (FPTAS) also reach any given
approximation ratio and have a running time polynomial in the length of the
encoded input and in the reciprocal of the approximation ratio. This improvement compared to 1. and 2. is usually paid off by larger space requirements,
which increases rapidly with the accuracy ε. The first FPTAS for KP was
proposed by Ibarra and Kim [4], later on improved by Lawler [6] and Kellerer
and Pferschy [5]. In Caprara et al. [2] it is shown that kKP admits an FPTAS
that runs in O(nk 2 /ε) time.
New Results. Rounding the input is a widely used technique to obtain polynomial
time approximation schemes [3, 10]. Arithmetic or geometric rounding are the most
successfully and broadly used ways of rounding to obtain a simpler instance that
may be solved in polynomial time (see Section 3 for an application of these to kKP).
We contribute by presenting a new technical idea. We show that an appropriate
combination of arithmetic and geometric rounding techniques yields a novel and
improved rounding method. To the best of our knowledge, these techniques have
never been combined together. Moreover, we present a PTAS for kKP requiring
linear space and running time O(n+k(log 1ε )O(1/ε) ). Our algorithm is clearly superior
to the one in [2], and it is worth noting that the running time contains no exponent
on n dependent on ε. Since KP is a special case of kKP, we also speed up the
previous result for KP to O(n(log 1ε )O(1/ε) ). Finally we present a faster FPTAS for
kKP that runs in O(n + k/ε4 + 1/ε5 ) time and has a bound of O(n + 1/ε4 ) on space
requirements.

2

The main ideas of the paper

Let pmax = maxj pj be the maximum item profit, and let P H denote the solution
value obtained in O(n) time for a given instance I of kKP by employing the 1/21
approximation algorithm H 2 described in [2]. As shown in [2],
P H ≤ OP T ≤ P H + pmax ≤ 2P H .
3

(5)

The construction of our approximation schemes is based on the implementation of
two ideas. The first idea is quite standard for every approximation scheme. It
consists in dividing the whole set of items (of instance I) into two subsets of “large”
and “small” items, where the “size” of an item j is determined by comparing its
profit pj with a properly specified threshold x∗ . Specifically, items with profits
pj ≥ x∗ are called large, while the remaining ones are small ; x∗ is chosen so that
the number of large items is bounded by an amount dependent on ε. To the set of
large items (L) an enumerative procedure is applied which can guarantee that the
optimal subset of large items (that the optimal solution contains) is not missed. At
the same time, to the set of small items (S) we apply the above mentioned efficient
1
approximation algorithm H 2 which guarantees an absolute error not greater than
maxj∈S pj ≤ x∗ .
The second idea is the application of a (linear time) Rounding-and-Reduction
procedure to a given set of items N prior to implementing the approximation scheme
itself. The goal of that procedure consists in a drastic reduction of the number of
items n = |N | to an amount independent of n (dependent only on ε and k). This
enables one to reduce the running time of any (1 − ε)-approximation algorithm Aε
to O(n + k · ϕ(ε)) with required space also about O(n + ψ(ε)), where the functions
ϕ(ε) and ψ(ε) are specific for a particular approximation scheme (be it a PTAS or
an FPTAS).
The idea of the Rounding-and-Reduction procedure is based on the following
observation. If an instance under consideration contains several items with the
same profit pj , then any optimal solution of the kKP may contain no more than
(

$

OP T
min k,
pj

%)

2P H
≤ min k,
pj
(

$

%)

.
= λ(pj )

items of profit pj . Therefore, given an instance I, we can sort the items by their
profits, and for each particular profit pj retain no more than λ(pj ) items (if any)
with smallest weights — without affecting the optimum. This procedure is called a
Reduction of the set of items.
The above Reduction procedure may happen to be useless if all profits turn
to be different. To avoid this trouble, we first implement a Rounding procedure.
According to the latter, a discrete grid S = {y1 , y2 , . . . , yβ } (0 ≤ y1 < y2 < . . . <
yβ ≤ pmax ) is defined in the range of profit values (the number β of nodes of grid
S being independent of the number of items n), and then each profit pj ≥ y1 is
rounded down to the nearest grid node yi . Applying then the Reduction procedure,
we come to a reduced set (N 0 ) of items with profits pj ≥ y1 (we will show later how
to choose y1 in order that the whole set of items N could be put on reduction). Its
cardinality can be estimated as
|N 0 | ≤

β
X
i=1

4

λ(yi ).

(6)
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Rounding and Reduction

Unlike the Reduction procedure, the Rounding procedure evidently may affect the
optimum, because it decreases the profits of items. To estimate this loss of optimality, two techniques can be implemented: estimating an absolute loss or a relative
loss.
When we estimate an absolute loss, we observe that a profit pj lying in the
interval [yi , yi+1 ) may lose no more than (yi+1 − yi ). Keeping in mind that the
optimal solution may contain no more than λ(y1 ) items with profits pj ≥ y1 , we
can estimate the total loss of optimality (caused by the Rounding procedure) by
the amount λ(y1 ) · maxi {yi+1 − yi }. Specifically, if grid S represents an arithmetical
progression Sa (y1 , d) (with a constant difference yi+1 − yi = d and the first point y1 ),
the loss is bounded by λ(y1 )d. Choosing d = δP H /λ(y1 ), by (5) we can derive that
the relative error is not greater than δ. — A rounding procedure which employs
such a technique of estimating the loss of optimality (with an arithmetical grid) will
be referred to as an arithmetical rounding.
We come to another technique of estimating the error, when we observe that
.
the profit of each item can be decreased (in the worst case) by a factor of z =
maxi yi+1 /yi . — And so does the total profit of the optimal solution, no matter how
many items are contained in that solution. Thus, the relative error can be estimated
T0
−OP T 0
= 1 − OP
≤ 1 − z1 , where OP T 0 is the optimal profit of the instance
as OP TOP
T
OP T
after the above rounding is applied. In particular, if grid S represents a geometric
1
),
series Sg (y1 , δ) (with the first node at y1 and a constant ratio yi+1 /yi ≡ z = 1−δ
then the relative error can be bounded above by δ. If a rounding procedure employs
this method of estimating the error (with a geometric grid), it will be referred to as
a geometric rounding. Notice that the relative error obtained for the geometric grid
Sg (y1 , δ) does not depend on the choice of the first node y1 .
Normally, one of the above two rounding techniques (arithmetical or geometric)
is used within constructions of approximation schemes for kKP. In our paper we
demonstrate that applying a proper combination of these techniques provides a
stronger reduction of the set of items. (The most significant improvement can be
obtained for FPTAS.) Let us try to understand why this happens.
Firstly, in order that the whole set of items N could be put on reduction, we
should choose y1 = 0. Since no node of the geometric grid can be put to zero,
y1 should be a node of an arithmetical grid. Thus, to provide the δ relative loss
under the arithmetical reduction, we should put d = δP H /k. It can be observed
from (6) that the sparser is the grid {yi } in the range of profit values (and the
wider are the steps of the grid), the stronger is the reduction of the item set. While
in an arithmetical grid Sa (a1 , d) = {a1 , a2 , . . .} all steps are of a constant length
ai+1 − ai = d, this is not the case for a geometric grid. While being very small in
the vicinity of zero, they become wider and wider, as the grid nodes are moving off
zero. Specifically, in a grid Sg (g1 , δ) = {g1 , g2 , . . .} (that provides the relative loss δ)
the step that directly precedes the node gi has length δgi . Therefore, choosing the
5

first node of the grid Sg (g1 , δ) at point g1 such that δg1 = d = δP H /k, we obtain a
grid having all steps wider than d.
Thus, the best strategy for the item reduction is implementing a Hybrid Rounding
technique: in the range of profit values [0, P H /k) an arithmetical rounding (with
grid Sa (0, δP H /k)) should be applied; it should be changed to a geometric rounding
(with grid Sg (P H /k, δ)) in the range [P H /k, P H ].
Yet in order to simplify further calculation, we will implement the Hybrid rounding with the toggle point 2P H /k (instead of P H /k), so that it coincides with the
point where the function λ(x) toggles its definition. This will not produce much
extra loss in reduction (none in the order of magnitude), but allows us to avoid considering (in approximation schemes) the additional case of x∗ between P H /k and
2P H /k.
Let us estimate the cardinality of the reduced set of items N1 obtained as a
result of the Hybrid Rounding-and-Reduction procedure (HRR, for short) with a
hybrid grid Sag = {y1 , y2 , . . .} coinciding with the arithmetical grid Sa (0, δP H /k) for
yi < 2P H /k, and with the geometric grid Sg (2P H /k, δ) for yi ≥ 2P H /k. Discarding
the items with profits pj = y1 = 0, we can derive:
2P H
j ∈ N1 | p j <
k

(

)

2P H
≤
λ(yi ) ≤ k
kd
0<y <2P H /k
$

%

X
i

2
δ

 

= k

≤

2k
.
δ

Let yi∗ = 2P H /k be the first node of the geometric part of the Hybrid grid. Then
for the remaining items of N1 we have the following inequalities:
2P H
j ∈ N1 | p j ≥
k

(

)
X

≤
≤

λ(yi )

yi ≥2P H /k
H
X
i

2P
yi

=

∞
k
2P H X
2P H
=
(1 − δ)i =
yi∗ i=0
yi∗ δ
δ

Thus, we can derive the following bound on the cardinality of the reduced set:
3k
.
(7)
δ
We can also estimate the number β of nodes of the Hybrid grid in the range of profit
values. As established above, the number of nodes in the “arithmetical” range (from
0 to yi∗ ) is not greater than 2δ . The number of nodes in the geometric part of the grid
(from yi∗ to pmax ) is equal to the maximum ∆ such that yi∗ +∆−1 = yi∗ · (1−δ)1 ∆−1 ≤
pmax ≤ P H . Since yi∗ = 2P H /k, we can derive the bound
|N1 | ≤

ln k2
∆ ≤ 1+
1
ln 1−δ
$

%



= O

1
log k .
δ


Summing up the two bounds, we obtain
1
β = O
log k .
δ
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(8)

The relative loss of optimality caused by this Hybrid rounding is clearly bounded
by 2δ. Finally, the running time of the HRR procedure can be estimated as O(n +
1
log k), and the same amount estimates the required space. However, since one of
δ
the goals of the paper is to obtain a PTAS requiring linear space, we observe that the
HRR procedure can be implemented to run in O(n + β log β) time and O(n) space,
where the hidden constant in the space requirement is independent on δ. Indeed,
first round profits as described. This task can be done in O(n) time. The next step
consists of partitioning the n items into subsets of items with the same rounded
profits. If n ≥ β, this task can be easily done in O(n) time and space. Otherwise,
if n < β, first sort the items according to their profit values, and then partition the
items into at most β subsets. The latter is a task that can be done in O(β log β)
time and O(n) space. Finally, the last step consists of reducing the item set. Let
Pi denote the set of items with the same rounded profit value pi . The subsequent
reduction of each set Pi (so as to leave at most λ(pi ) items with the least weights)
can be done in time linear in |Pi | (due to the result from [1]). Therefore, in total
(over all sets Pi ) the time for selecting the items with the smallest weights is linear.
Thus, we come to the following result.
Lemma 1 Given an instance of the kKP with n items and a positive δ ∈ (0, 1/2),
the number of items can be reduced (by the HRR procedure) downto 3k/δ items, with
at most 2δ relative loss in optimal profit. The procedure can be implemented to run
in O(n + ( 1δ log k) log( 1δ log k)) time and linear (in n) space requirement.
Remark. It is easily understood that using a geometric Rounding-and-Reduction
only (with grid Sg (δP H /k, δ) and with discarding the items with profits pj ≤ δP H /k)
leads to a weaker reduction, because of a large number of “short” steps (yi+1 − yi )
in the first part of the grid (for yi < 2P H /k). Alternatively, using an arithmetical
rounding only (with grid Sa (0, δP H /k)) also leads to a weaker reduction, because
of a large number of short steps in the second part of the grid (in comparison
with geometric steps in this range of profits). The reader can easily check these
statements.

4

An improved PTAS for kKP

Suppose we are given a set of items N1 reduced with respect to a grid S =
{y1 , y2 , . . .}. The latter means that each item profit pj (j ∈ N1 ) lying in the interval [y1 , ∞) coincides with one of the grid nodes {yi }, and that |Pi | ≤ λ(yi ) for
.
each Pi = {j ∈ N1 | pj = yi } (i = 1, 2, . . .). The construction of the PTAS described
below is based on dividing the set of items N1 into two subsets according to their
.
profits being compared with a given threshold x∗ : items from S = {j ∈ N1 | pj < x∗ }
.
are called small, and those from L = {i ∈ N1 | pi ≥ x∗ } are called large.
Next we define the notion of a “configuration”. Let {y10 , y20 , . . . , yβ0 0 } be the set of
all “large” nodes of grid S: x∗ ≤ y10 < y20 < . . . < yβ0 0 ≤ P H , and let T ⊆ L be a subset
7

.
of large items. The vector η(T ) = (η1 (T ), . . . , ηβ 0 (T )) with ηi (T ) = |T ∩ Pi | (i =
1, . . . , β 0 ) is called a configuration of set T . An arbitrary vector η̄ = (η̄1 , . . . , η̄β 0 ) ∈
0
N β will be referred to as a feasible configuration, if η̄i ≤ ηi (L) (i = 1, . . . , β 0 ) and
Pβ 0
.
∗
i=1 η̄i ≤ λ̄ = λ(x ).
For any ε ∈ (0, 1) we present a (1 − ε)-approximation algorithm Aε consisting of
5 steps.
Algorithm Aε
1

(S1) Compute the profit value P H returned by the H 2 approximation algorithm
applied to the kKP problem with the initial set of items N . Initialize the
solution A with the solution value P A = 0.
(S2) Choose a real value δ ∈ (0, ε/2) and apply the HRR procedure with grid
Sag = {y1 , y2 , . . .} (described in the previous section) to obtain a reduced set
of items N1 ⊆ N with at most 3k/δ items and 2δ relative loss in profit (as
shown in Lemma 1).
(S3) Put x∗ = (ε − 2δ)P H to be a threshold between the profit values of small and
.
.
large items: S = {i ∈ N1 | pi < x∗ }, L = {i ∈ N1 | pi ≥ x∗ }. Number the large
.
items in each set Pi = {j ∈ N1 | pj = yi } (yi ≥ x∗ ) in nondecreasing order of
their weights.
(S4) For each feasible configuration η̄ = (η̄1 , . . . , η̄β 0 ) (defined with respect to grid
Sag , threshold x∗ and set L) do
begin
From among the set of subsets of large items with configuration η̄ choose the
one with the least weight: L0 := arg min{L⊆L | η(L)=η̄} w(L). — Clearly, to
obtain the desired subset, it suffices in each list Pβ−β 0 +i (i = 1, . . . , β 0 ) to take
the first η̄i items. (Here β 0 is the number of “large” nodes and β is the overall
number of nodes of grid Sag in the range of item profits.)
If w(L0 ) > c, pass on to considering the next configuration η̄. Otherwise, on
the set of small items S consider the k 0 KP problem S(L0 ) with k 0 = k − |L0 |
1
and the knapsack capacity c0 = c − w(L0 ). Applying the algorithm H 2 to
problem S(L0 ), obtain an approximate solution S 0 ⊆ S with profit value
p(S 0 ) ≥ OP T (S(L0 )) − max pj ≥ OP T (S(L0 )) − x∗ .
j∈S

(9)

If p(S 0 ) + p(L0 ) > P A , set A := S 0 ∪ L0 , P A := p(S 0 ) + p(L0 ).
end
(S5) Return the solution A.
Theorem 2 Given ε ∈ (0, 1), algorithm Aε provides a (1 − ε)-approximation for
any instance of the kKP problem. It runs in time O(n + k(log 1ε )O(1/ε) ) and requires
linear space.
8

Proof. First, by Lemma 1 we have
OP T (N1 ) ≥ (1 − 2δ)OP T.

(10)

.
Let T ∗ denote the optimal solution to the kKP with the item set N1 ; L∗ = T ∗ ∩
.
L, S ∗ = T ∗ ∩ S. It is clear that S ∗ is the optimal solution to the problem S(L∗ )
specified for the item set S with the capacity constraint c − w(L∗ ) and with at most
k − |L∗ | items. Thus, we have
OP T (N1 ) = p(T ∗ ) = p(L∗ ) + OP T (S(L∗ )).

(11)

Let L0 be the subset of large items chosen at the iteration of step (S4) at which
the configuration η̄ = η(L∗ ) was considered. Since L0 has the same configuration
as L∗ , it has also the same profit and the same cardinality; furthermore, it has a
less weight: w(L0 ) ≤ w(L∗ ). Thus, we may conclude that the generated problem for
small items (S(L0 )) has weaker constraints as compared with problem S(L∗ ), and
so, we have
OP T (S(L0 )) ≥ OP T (S(L∗ )).
(12)
Let S 0 be the item set returned at that iteration as a solution to the S(L0 ) problem.
Then by (9), (12), (11), and (10) we can derive
PA

≥
≥
≥

p(S 0 ) + p(L0 ) ≥ OP T (S(L0 )) − x∗ + p(L∗ )
OP T (S(L∗ )) + p(L∗ ) − x∗ = OP T (N1 ) − x∗
(1 − 2δ)OP T − (ε − 2δ)OP T = (1 − ε)OP T.

In order to derive the bound on running time, we first need to estimate some amounts
in terms of ε.
First of all, putting δ = Cε (for a constant C ∈ (0, 1/2)), we obtain relations
1
1
= O
,
δ
ε
 

1
1
= O
ε − 2δ
ε

 

(13)

by means of which we can derive the bound on λ̄:
2
1
2P H
=
λ̄ ≤
= O
.
∗
x
ε − 2δ
ε
 

(14)

Finally, let α be the number of large items, we observe that
1
1
log
,
β = O
ε
ε
0







α =

1
.
ε2


(15)

2
Indeed, if k ≤ ε−2δ
then the claim follows by (7), (8) and (13); otherwise, we have
H
H
(ε − 2δ)P > 2P /k and large profits are bigger than the toggle point 2P H /k,
which means that the nodes {y10 , y20 , . . . , yβ0 0 } are nodes of a geometrical grid having
y10 ≥ (ε − 2δ)P H , which easily implies the claimed bound on α and β 0 by arguments
similar to those used in Section 3.
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Now we return to deriving the bounds on running time and space. As announced
in [2], step (S1) can be implemented in O(n) time. At step (S2), by Lemma 1 and
(13), the HRR procedure can run in O(n+( 1ε log k) log( 1ε log k)) time and linear space
requirement. The time complexity of step (S3) is determined by the time to order
large items in each set Pi , which is bounded by O(α log α), therefore O( ε12 log 1ε )
time by using (15). The most demanding part is step (S4). This step requires
1
to run algorithm H 2 , which takes O(|S|) = O(k/ε) time, for each feasible feasible
configuration. So the time complexity of step (S4) is completely determined by upper
bounding the number of feasible configurations, which are at most the number of
0
configurations with no more than λ̄ items, i.e. ( β λ̄+λ̄ ) = O((β 0 /λ̄)λ̄ ) = (log 1ε )O(1/ε) .
To compare our algorithm with the one provided in [2] notice that the running
time complexity of the latter is O(nd1/εe−1 ), whereas our scheme is linear. As in
[2], our algorithm can be easily modified to deal with the Exact k-item Knapsack
Problem, that is a kKP in which the number of items in a feasible solution must
be exactly equal to k. The time and space complexities, and the analysis of the
resulting algorithm are essentially the same as the one described above.

5

An improved FPTAS for kKP

In this section we propose a fully polynomial time approximation scheme that runs
in O(n + k/ε4 + 1/ε5 ) time and requires O(n + 1/ε4 ) space. This FPTAS is obtained
by replacing step (S4) of algorithm Aε (see Section 4) with a new one (S4’), and
by setting x∗ = (ε − 3δ)P H at step (S3). One of the problems with algorithm Aε
is that, at step (S4), constructing all possible configurations requires considering
an exponential in 1/ε number of cases. To avoid this exponential dependence (our
aim is to obtain a fully polynomial approximation scheme), we use the dynamic
programming algorithm proposed in [2] for large items and a hybrid rounding-andreduction procedure.
Description of the new step (S4’). Let λ̄ = λ(x∗ ) denote an upper bound on
the maximum number of large items (i.e., those with profits pj ≥ x∗ ) that can be
simultaneously used in a feasible solution. Step (S4’) starts applying an arithmetical
rounding, with grid Sa (x∗ , δP H /λ̄), to the set of large items. Let La be this new,
arithmetically rounded, set of large items. For simplicity of notation, renumber the
set of items so that the first |La | items were large. By G we denote the set of
values of the arithmetical grid Sa (x∗ , δP H /λ̄) in the interval [x∗ , 2P H ] plus value
zero. Consider any subset of large items that is also a feasible solution for the kKP
problem, then observe that their total profit sum is a value that belongs to G. Let
γ = |G| be the number of different values in G.
Compute all the subsets of large items with different profit sum, different cardinality and minimum weight. This can be done efficiently by using a dynamic
program (DP) as explained in [2]. We describe DP in the following for the sake of
10

completeness.
Denote by gi (a, `), for i = 1, ..., |La |, a ∈ G, ` = 0, 1, ..., λ̄, the optimal solution
of the following problem:
gi (a, `) = min



i
X

j=1

wj xj

Pi
p x = a;
Pij=1 j j





j=1 xj = `;

xj ∈ {0, 1}, j = 1, . . . , i. 

(16)

One initially sets g0 (a, `) = +∞ for all ` = 0, ..., λ̄, a ∈ G, and then g0 (0, 0) = 0.
Then, for i = 1, ..., |La | the entries for gi can be computed from those of gi−1 by
using the formula
(

gi (a, `) = min

gi−1 (a, `),
gi−1 (a − pi , ` − 1) + wi

)

if ` > 0 and a ≥ pi

.

(17)

If gi (a, `) < +∞ then for each gi (a, `) we also keep a solution, i.e., a subset
P
P
of large items Li (a, `) ⊆ {1, . . . , i} such that j∈Li (a,`) pj = a,
j∈Li (a,`) wj =
gi (a, `), |Li (a, `)| = `.
After the calculation of the function g|La | (a, `) is completed for all pairs (a, `),
if g|La | (a, `) ≤ c then we complete solution L|La | (a, `) by using small items S, as at
step (S4) of algorithm Aε (see Section 4). Namely, we consider problem k 0 KP(a, `)
1
with k 0 = k − ` and the knapsack capacity c0 = c − g|La | (a, `). Apply algorithm H 2
to problem k 0 KP(a, `) and obtain an approximate solution S(a, `) ⊆ S with profit
value p(S(a, `)). Over all pairs (a, `) with g|La | (a, `) ≤ c, choose the one that delivers
the maximum profit value max{(a,`)} {p(S(a, `)) + a}.
Realization of DP. We describe how DP can be implemented in order to run in
O(γ λ̄|La |) time and O(γ λ̄2 ) space requirement.
To achieve the stated time and space complexities we observe that only entries
in gi−1 need to be stored in order to derive gi . However to determine the solution
set we must save some previous entries as follows. Associated with gi (a, `) < +∞
there is one linked item node that represents the last added item in solution Li (a, `).
Every modified entry gi (a, `) is generated from a previous entry gi−1 (a − pi , ` − 1)
by adding a new item i in recursion (17). Hence, we store a node associated with i,
and a pointer from the last added item node associated with gi−1 (a − pi , ` − 1) to the
just added item node i associated with gi (a, `); moreover the added node is linked
to the function entry gi (a, `). If gi (a, `) = gi−1 (a, `) in recursion (17), then the item
node linked to gi−1 (a, `) is linked to gi (a, `). In this way the representation of the
solution can be seen as a directed rooted tree with nodes corresponding to items. If
gi (a, `) < +∞ then one node is linked to function entry gi (a, `), while the nodes on
the path from the root of a tree to such a linked node represent the corresponding
set Li (a, `) of chosen items. Clearly, each of the O(γ λ̄) function entries may contain
a list of at most λ̄ items which yields the O(γ λ̄2 ) space bound.
After each iteration of (17) we also have to release gi−1 and the item nodes
which are not anymore part of a solution. Thus we keep a counter in each item
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node indicating the number of immediate child item nodes. At iteration i (for
i = 1, . . . , |La |), if an item node counter is zero and it is not linked to any function
entry gi (a, `), then the node is put back in the pool of unused memory (organized
as a garbage list) and its predecessors’ counter is also decreased with the obvious
recursive continuation.
To get the time complexity of O(γ λ̄|La |) observe that the recursion (17) demands
O(γ λ̄|La |) operations, and at each update only one counter is increased in some item
node. Hence, totally we can also have at most O(γ λ̄|La |) decrements of counters
(and thus freeings of nodes) throughout the algorithm.
Analysis. The solution value returned by the described algorithm is within (1 − ε)
times the optimal value. This claim can be easily verified by using similar arguments
as in the proof of Theorem 2, where the only difference is that we have to take into
consideration the error made by the additional arithmetic rounding performed at
the beginning of the new step (S4’).
After the calculation of function g|La | (a, `) is completed for all pairs (a, `), the
computation of max{(a,`)} {p(S(a, `))+a} requires time O(sγ λ̄), where s is the number
of small items that is at most O(k/ε) by Lemma 1. Thus, the overall running time
can be bounded by O(n + γ λ̄(s + |La |)), while the space requirement is O(n + γ λ̄2 ).
The number of large jobs in La is at most |L| = O(1/ε2 ) by (15). The claimed time
and space complexity follow by observing that λ̄ = O(1/ε) (as for bound (14) by
setting x∗ = (ε − 3δ)P H ), and γ = O(λ̄/δ) = O(1/ε2 ).
Theorem 3 There is a fully polynomial time approximation scheme for the k-item
knapsack problem requiring O(n + k/ε4 + 1/ε5 ) time and O(n + 1/ε4 ) space.
Remark. The complexity of the described FPTAS depends on the number of large
and small items, and on the size γ of the set of all realizable total profit values of
large items. We have already observed (see Lemma 1) that the number of items (and
therefore also the number of small items) can be conveniently reduced by using the
HRR procedure, i.e., a combination of an arithmetic and geometric rounding-andreduction procedure. By the arguments of Section 3, it can be promptly checked that
the number of large items can be bounded by O(1/ε2 ) by using only the geometric
rounding-and-reduction procedure. However, the value of γ is bounded by O(1/ε2 )
when large items are also arithmetically rounded, as we did at the beginning of step
(S4’). Again a combination of the two techniques results profitable. Indeed, one can
show that:
Theorem 4 The number of solution values after only geometric rounding can be
exponential in 1ε .
A quantification and proof of this statement can be found in the Appendix.
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Appendix: Proof of Theorem 4
Consider the solution values
V = {p(L)|L ⊆ L and w(L) ≤ c and |L| ≤ k} .
for ”large” items L. The goal is to derive a lower bound on the number of possible
solution values (i.e. a lower bound on |V |), when item profits are rounded by using
only the geometric rounding technique. Recall the definition of geometric grid gi =
2P H
1 i−1
( 1−δ
)
of Section 3. We focus on worst-case analysis. With this aim let us
k
consider an instance I that after geometric rounding has at least bP H /gi c items for
each distinct profit value gi . Moreover, we assume that wj = pj for every j ∈ L,
c = P H and k ≥ 2/ε. By definition of instance I we see that every subset L
with p(L) < P H is a feasible solution. Indeed, we have w(L) < P H = c and
|L| < p(L)/(minj∈L pj ) < 1/ε < k. By the previous arguments we see that |V | is
P
H
bounded from below by the number of solution values y = ∞
with
i=0 ci gi+1 < P
c = (c0 , c1 , ...) ∈ IN0∞ , where IN0∞ is the set of sequences with non-negative integer
. ε
this is equivalent to
components. Inserting gi and δ = 1+ε
∞
X

ci ε(1 + ε)i <

1
εk(1
2

+ ε).

(18)

i=0

Clearly

∞
X

ci ε(1 + ε)i < 1.

(19)

i=0

implies (18), since 12 εk(1 + ε) > 1. So we can focus on the cardinality of sets of the
form
(
)
d−1
X
d
i
d
Rε := y < 1 : y =
ci ε(1 + ε) , c ∈ IN0 ,
i=0

IN0d

where
is the set of d-dimensional vectors c = (c0 , c1 , ..., cd−1 ) with non-negative
integer components. It is more easy to find lower bounds on the set of vectors
(

Sεd

:=

c∈

IN0d

:

d−1
X

)
i

ci ε(1 + ε) < 1

(20)

i=0

itself. To consider |Sεd | instead of |Rεd | is justified by the following Lemma.
Lemma 5 For rational and for transcendental ε > 0, the sets Rεd and Sεd have the
P
i
same cardinality, i.e. the mapping f : Sεd → Rεd with f (c) = d−1
i=0 ci ε(1 + ε) is
one-to-one and onto.
Proof for transcendental ε.
y = y0

⇔

d−1
X

bi xi = 0 with bi := ci − c0i ∈ ZZ

i=0
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and x := 1 + ε

A real number is said to be transcendental if it is not the root of a polynomial with
integer coefficients. For transcendental ε also x is transcendental, which implies
bi ≡ 0. Hence, y = y 0 implies c = c0 . Obviously c = c0 implies y = y 0 . This proves
that Sεd has the same cardinality as Rεd for transcendental ε.
Proof for rational ε. Assume by contradiction that there are two different vectors
c 6= c0 ∈ IN0d with same solution value y = y 0 . Let n be the largest index i such
that ci 6= c0i . Furthermore, let ε = pq − 1 > 0 be rational with p > q ∈ IN having no
common factors. With b := c − c0 we have
integer

0 = [y − y 0 ] =

d−1
X

bi ε(1 + ε)i = ε

i=0

n
X
i=0

i

bi

z
n−1
X

εh

}|

{

i
p
i n−i−1
n
[b
p
q
]
=
b
p
+
q
i
n
qi
qn
i=0

Since the last term q [...] is a multiple of q, y − y 0 can only be zero if also bn pn is a
multiple of q. With p also pn has no common factor with q, hence bn must itself be
a multiple of q. The sum in (20) can only be less than 1 if each term is less than 1,
i.e. ci ε(1 + ε)i < 1. This implies
P

ci < ε−1 (1 + ε)−i ≤ ε−1

for all i.

(21)

Together we get
0 ≤ c(n0 ) <

1
q
=
< q → |bn | = |cn − c0n | < q → bn = 0 → cn = c0n
ε
p−q

which contradicts our assumption cn 6= c0n . Hence, y = y 0 implies c = c0 . Again,
that c = c0 implies y = y 0 is obvious. This shows that Sε has the same cardinality
as Rε for rational ε.
We don’t know whether Lemma 5 also holds for algebraic ε. The following
Lemma lower bounds Sε∞ .
Lemma 6 |Sε∞ | ≥ CeB/ε

with

B = 0.3172... and

C = 0.3200...

Proof. From (21) we see that all ci are zero for too large i (ci = 0 ∀i ≥ dmax :=
ln(1/ε)
e). This shows that |Sε1 | ≤ |Sε2 | ≤ ... ≤ |Sεdmax | = |Sεdmax +1 | = ... = |Sε∞ |. The
d ln(1+ε)
main idea in the following is to relate Sεd to the volume of a d-dimensional simplex
with volume larger than CeB/ε for suitable d.
We define a d-dimensional subset Uεd ⊂ IRd , which is the disjoint union of unit
cubes [c0 , c0 + 1) × ... × [cd−1 , cd−1 + 1) for every c ∈ Sεd . This set can be represented
in the following form
(

Uεd

:=

d

r ∈ [0, ∞) :

d−1
X
i=0
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)
i

bri cε(1 + ε) < 1

The volume Vol(Uεd ) coincides with the cardinality of set Sεd since each point in Sεd
corresponds to exactly one unit cube in Uεd , each having volume 1. Furthermore, let
us define the d-dimensional (irregular) tetrahedron
(

Tεd

:=

d

r ∈ [0, ∞) :

d−1
X

)
i

ri ε(1 + ε) < 1

i=0

Obviously Tεd ⊆ Uεd , since bri c ≤ ri . So we have |Sε∞ | ≥ |Sεd | = Vol(Uεd ) ≥
Vol(Tεd ). The tetrahedron Tεd is orthogonal at the vertex r = 0. The edges
r = (0, ..., 0, ri , 0, ..., 0) have lengths [ε(1 + ε)i ]−1 , i = 0...d − 1. Hence, the volume of the tetrahedron is
Vol(Tεd )

=

Y
1 d−1
[ε(1 + ε)i ]−1 = [d! εd (1 + ε)d(d−1)/2 ]−1
d! i=0

≥

e[−(dε) ln(dε)− 2 (dε)

1

2 ]/ε

= ef (dε)/ε

with f (x) := −x ln x − 12 x2 . In the inequality we replaced d − 1 by d and used
d! ≤ dd and 1 + ε ≤ eε . The best bound is found by maximizing ef (εd)/ε w.r.t. d,
or equivalently by maximizing f (x) w.r.t. x. We have −f 0 (A) = ln A + 1 + A = 0
for A = 0.2784.... Hence, d should be chosen as Aε , but since d is integer we have
to round somehow, for instance d = b Aε c. Note that |Sεd | increases with d, but
our approximation becomes crude for d near dmax . This is the reason why the
maximizing d is less than dmax . For small ε we have f (εb Aε c) ≈ f (ε Aε ) = f (A) =
−A ln A − 21 A2 = A(1 + 21 A) =: B = 0.3172... with corrections of order O(ε).
This establishes an asymptotic bound ∼ eB/ε . More exactly, one can show that
f (εb Aε c) ≥ f (A)(1 − Aε ) for all ε. This yields the bound
ε

|Sε∞ | ≥ max Vol(Tεd ) ≥ ef (A)(1− A )/ε = CeB/ε
d

with C = e−B/A = 0.3200...

The coefficient B can be improved to 0.7279... for sufficiently small ε by using
the more accurate Stirling approximation for d!.
Using Lemma 5 and 6 it is now easy to lower bound the number of possible
solution values for geometric profit distribution. From Lemma 6 we know that (19)
has at least CeB/ε solution vectors c and from Lemma 5 that (18) has at least CeB/ε
solution values y for rational ε, and the proof of Theorem 4 follows.
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